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Abstract

In the evolution of supply chains, it is important to understand not only the process, but how to 

measure results. This gives leaders and decision makers the ability to act on data and trends to 

best course correct issues effecting output, budgets, and customer service. These data sets can be 

displayed a number of ways; however, industry best practices use metrics to get these results. To 

ensure data is able to change the current state, it is also important to gain insight into how 

Continuous Improvement (CI) helps steer results suitable for leadership. When paired, CI and 

metrics can have a meaningful and long-lasting effect for positive business outcomes. 

Statement of Problem

Metrics are critical to steering an organization towards the best possible outcome. Industry 

leaders must understand that detailed information, when presented correctly, can make a 

difference in hitting strategic business targets.  The way that metrics can influence these crucial 

decisions has been proven over many decades. These can include a need to improve efficiencies, 

reduce waste, or improve supplier accountably. If the financial benefit is to be realized in all 

these cases, then the processes need to be measured. 

Methods and Procedures

The method in conducting this research uses current research on performance management and 

measurement as of this paper's date. The study collected covers Lean Management and the 



Toyota Production System (TPS) related to this topic. Specific metrics are reviewed and 

supporting research (to include statistics and analytical tools) to support these metric types' 

validity. For the sourcing and procurement measurements, research conducted on supplier 

scorecards and accountability is used to support this paper’s claim. Other analysis from industry 

sources will discuss pitfalls and other negative consequences from basing decisions on wrong 

metrics and measuring techniques. 

Summary of Results

In all aspects of daily life, measuring activity is necisarry to deterime progress and the final 

result. In this study, different tools and methods for determining how to measure business 

sucsses were used. In manufacturing, effeicinies and attainments are critical to determining this. 

For other supply chain activies such as procurement, the supply scorecard is needed. In any 

supply chain activity, the need to improve processes should be considered to ensure 

competitiveness can remain and market share gained. These tools will provide the reader with a 

baseline of the key metric prinicples and their application across the supply chain. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

The success of an enterprise is determined by how performance is measured and how decisions 

are based. While there are many, and albeit customized approaches for business wins, the 

fundamentals are the same: measurements need to be taken, and results reported. If there are no 

measurements by which to base decisions, there cannot be a way to determine the business 

impact, either positive or negative, of a project, supplier, or equipment. In either case, business 

leaders can see if said activity is working as intended or not. 

While key business activities need to be measured at the enterprise level, this paper focuses on 

the product supply organization, specifically manufacturing and procurement. Still, valid today, 

Peter Drucker’s “what gets measured gets managed” (Prusak, 2014) summarizes the need for 

business metrics. If the business unit cannot measure its activities, there is no path to manage 

outcomes. Senior leaders' ability to quickly see the current state of operations is the first step in 

formulating improvement plans. One tool for ensuring this is accomplished is through the 

generation and use of Key Performance Indicators, or KPIs. In the manufacturing setting, KPIs 

are well-established tools used to determine how well the equipment is functioning, the 

downtime associated with the production area, financial performance, and how well the plant 

met shipment targets. Other measurements capture safety, quality, and maintenance data used in 

other plant decisions. 

In the business's procurement arm, getting feedback from internal and external customers is key 

to its organizational success. Supplier accountability in this field is of the utmost importance. All 

products and services that go into making the finished goods need to arrive on time, within 

budget, and to specification. While the supplier scorecard is a primary measurement for this 

function, the procurement manager's ability to act on data presented from the scorecard will 



determine business outcome success. As supply chains increase in length and complexity, the 

need to gather and act on this data is more critical than ever. 

Statement of the Problem

KPIs are critical to steering an organization towards the best possible outcome. Industry leaders 

must understand that detailed information, when presented correctly, can make a difference in 

hitting strategic business targets.  The way that KPIs can influence these crucial decisions has 

been proven over many decades. These can include a need to improve efficiencies, reduce waste, 

or improve supplier accountably. If the financial benefit is to be realized in all these cases, then 

the processes need to be measured. 

Purpose of the Study

This study aims to create a single document to be used across the product supply organization to 

understand what KPIs are and why they essential to supply chain success. The broader topic of 

performance management is discussed, which will give context and background to why KPIs are 

used. This document can be used as a training document for new operations and procurement 

employees to understand KPIs' need and use in their assigned functions. 

Significance of the Study

Without considering the importance and the need to measure business outcomes, the business 

would limit its ability to remain financially solvent. This study will help companies to 

understand the need for KPIs and examples of successful and not successful versions of them. 

While other research has been performed on specific metrics and measurement tools, this study 

combines a broader array of manufacturing and procurement techniques into one paper. 

Assumptions



This study assumes that the literature presented is accurate and adherence to due diligence was 

followed in its preparation. This study also assumes the reader has a basic understanding of 

manufacturing and supply chain principles and will use this experience better to understand the 

importance of KPIs in their business. 

Delimitation of the Study

This study delimitates metrics and KPIs to manufacturing and supply chain functions within an 

organization. It is important to note that while KPIs are used across the enterprise, KPIs tailored 

to manufacturing and supply chain will only be discussed within this paper. The need to discuss 

metrics for finance, customer service, human resources, etc., would not be possible within this 

research term's constraints. 

Methodology

The method in conducting this research uses current research on performance management and 

measurement as of this paper's date. The study collected covers Lean Management and the 

Toyota Production System (TPS) related to this topic. Specific KPIs are reviewed and supporting 

research (to include statistics and analytical tools) to support these metric types' validity. For the 

sourcing and procurement measurements, research conducted on supplier scorecards and 

accountability is used to support this paper’s claim. Other analysis from industry sources will 

discuss pitfalls and other negative consequences from basing decisions on wrong metrics and 

measuring techniques. 

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE



Why Measure?

In all aspects of day-to-day life, the way one can measure if the task is completed is to compare it 

to the situation before the intervention. Seemingly mundane actions are measured for 

completeness or against an expectation set out by one or more parties. If a parent needs to go 

grocery shopping for the family, the individual brings a list of items that need to be purchased. 

The individual goes to the store, procures the items, pays then heads home. The way they know 

they have met the trip's intention can be determined by what measurements or metrics were 

important before starting. If buying all the items under a specified dollar amount was necessary, 

then the outcome was determined by actual spending. If procuring all the items on the list was 

required, then if all things were purchased met the criteria set out before the trip. In either case, 

there was a goal or objected determined, then the action is taken, and the result was given. As 

results like this come in, the larger budget can be considered, and potential other adjustments 

need to be made to the household budget if the grocery bill was over for the week. This line of 

thinking is in many respects the same as it would be for a business unit or manufacturing 

organization, where outcomes need to be compared to plans and objectives before activities 

begin. 

KPI Framework

For business, the ability to determine if targets are met or the basic principle of the company 

being profitable must be measured. If no measurement exists, then there is no way of acting to 

correct course or continue the current one. Like the grocery store analogy, the context of 

business actions needs to be understood. The only way for an organization to tell if it is on the 

right path, performance management must be used (Bhatti, Awan, & Razaq, 2014). This is 

accomplished using performance indicators that are physical values used to measure, compare, 



and manage overall organizational performance (Bhatti et al. 2014). When these types of values 

are used, it is allowed to classify the type of measure being discussed. There are various ways to 

accomplish this, with Bhatti et al. (2014) narrowing it down to two types of measurements. One 

is financial or cost-based, and the other is non-cost-based (Bhatti et al. 2014). In fulfilling 

business objectives, appropriately selected KPIs can fulfill desired business objectives (Zhu, 

Johnsson, Mejvik, Varisco, & Schiraldi, 2017). This conclusion, while simple, leaves out 

nuanced details around other categories that KPIs can fall into. It presents 34 KPIs for 

manufacturing operations and includes two different types of measures: time, cost, and flexibility 

(Ferrer, Muhammad, Mohammed, & Martínez, 2018). One level down from those metrics, the 

standard continues with indicators used to contribute towards plant effectiveness and efficiency 

(Ferrer et al. 2018). ISO 22400 is a useful tool for use as it reduces ambiguity across industries 

for KPI creation (Zhu, Mejvik, Johnsson, Bengtsson, Petterson, Varisco, & Schiraldi, 2018). 

One key factor in determining how well the plant is performing is looking at cell productivity. 

Taking the total available time that one worker has in a cell, the KPI can measure planned time 

versus actual time and how many right parts were created throughout the time (Ferrer et al., 

2018). An example of the efficiency can be written as:

Utilization Efficiency = Actual Production Time / Actual Unit Busy Time

Aside from ISO 22400, there is another way that businesses can develop their KPIs. This process 

is known as KPI Assessment Methodology (KAM) and utilizes specific criteria and definitions in 

its development (Hester, Ezell, Collins, Horst, & Lawsure, 2017). This criterion includes the 

following:

Is the metric Quantifiable? Can the source be Traced?

Relevant to the Process? Is it Independent?



Is it Predictive? Is the data Actionable?

Can it be Standardized? Is there team Buy-In?

Can it be Verified? Is the representation Understandable?

Is the reporting Accurate? Is it Documented?

Is the data Timely? Is it Inexpensive to create?

Figure 1. KPI Criteria and Definitions. Source: Hester et al. 2017, table 1. 

As with many things in business, there is a definitive life cycle that a product goes through from 

development through the end of life. This process, also known as cradle-to-grave, places 

limitations on products and different actions that need to be accomplished while moving through 

each phase, and KPIs need to be viewed as no different. There is a beginning, middle, and end of 

the metric, and managers need to understand when a metric has outlived its usefulness and 

replace it with a new one. The following stages, outlined by Hester et al. (2017), include the next 

life cycle terms:

Life Cycle Stage Definition

Define the KPI What is an important business activity that needs to be measured?

Collect the Data Using MRP or other tools, collect data on the area in the study.

Set Composition Establish a standard visual form for the metric to be used across 
departments.

KPI Implementation Product KPI results and post at the area being measured.

KPI Assessment Is the KPI generating actionable plans and improving the 
condition? If not, revisit and adjust as needed. This is an ongoing 
area and needs to be reviewed on a standard cadence. 

Discontinue Once the KPI no longer is used to improve or report, it is 
important to discontinue use and allocate resources to other 
metrics or measure a different area. 

Figure 2. KPI Life Cycle. Source: Hester et al. 2017, figure 1. 



After the life cycle has been established and understood, the next step would be to design the 

KPI itself. One way to do this is to use the KAM 11-step process, where stakeholders meet to 

align on which processes to measure and which KPIs would best fit into those measures. 

1. Identify target 
manufactruing 

process 

2. Identify 
stakeholders

3. Disucss KPIs used 
in process

4. Decide on KPIs 
for each process

5. Rank criteria for 
KPI assessment 6. Weight criteria 7. Set values for 

each criterion

8. Assess each KPI 
score for each 

criterion

9. Calculate KPI 
score

10. Discuss results 
and document 

improvement ideas

Figure 3. KPI Assessment Methodology (KAM). Source: Hester et al. 2017, figure 2. 

It is important to note here that performance measurement is the prerequisite for successful 

performance management (Komatina, Nestic, & Aleksic, 2019). Without it, there can be no 

progress or course correction to the right path. That leaves the practitioner a simple question for 

the next step: which KPIs does the business need to create that will have the most impact? For 

this to happen, there needs to be a process to determine a starting point. Some organizations can 

generate this internally, while others look to a more standardized source such as ISO-22400. The 

International Standardization Organization was first founded in 1947 when 25 countries came 

together to align on manufacturing and technology standards. These include everything from 

food technology (ISO 67 Series) to civil engineering (ISO 93 Series). The intent was to ensure 

metrics were created to build best, test, and ensure quality across manufacturing functions. ISO 



currently serves as the standard to which practitioners are held to ensure their products are made 

correctly and safe to use. For ISO-22400, this provides the manufacturer with a place to 

understand what a KPI is and how to implement the best. After understanding the framework, the 

next question is what types of examples of manufacturing metrics are available. For this, details 

about equipment effectiveness will be discussed. 

Manufacturing Efficiencies

While there are many KPIs for a manufacturing facility to utilize, the one on which a high level 

of emphasis is placed is Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE). OEE, unlike other metrics, 

does not convey only one parameter. For instance, the KPI for inventory turns displays a linear 

data set, only showing a monthly or quarterly figure based on inventory usage. OEE is more 

involved because it calculates three different factors and can become challenging to create and 

comprehend. According to Tobe, Widhiyanuriyawan, & Yuliati (2017), these factors include 

Availability, Performance, and Quality and represent how close a process is to achieving 

optimization. The three elements can also be broken down into parts and have a detailed analysis 

of equipment up and downtime compared to calculated ideal standards. Of these, the principal, 

actionable data driver is equipment downtime. In rest, reason codes are created to ensure plans 

around specific pieces of equipment can take place to reduce or eliminate the downtime caused. 

As with other metrics, OEE must be trained on and understood by all employees directly 

involved with the process. Since it is involved, management must understand the factors 

involved and front-line Operators and Maintenance personnel. OEE is a critical metric that 

identifies losses and gives management a tool to direct resources to correct or improve associated 

processes in understanding plant performance. 



A critical part of understanding how to improve the process is to understand, in as great a detail 

as possible, the metric that will measure success. Measurement tools are based upon data 

collected on actual performance, and most standard KPIs are lagging indicators; they tell the 

story of what has happened, not necessarily what is happening. In many respects, OEE falls into 

this category. It does need to be mentioned that real-time OEE is usually monitored on an hourly 

or daily basis in plants utilizing this measurement. However, larger, capital-intensive action 

plans are placed upon data gathered over a more extended period, usually monthly. 

The three primary measurements for OEE consist of Availability, Performance, and Quality, 

with each contributing a specific role to understand machine performance. 

According to Tobe et al. (2017), availability is the ratio of operation time that equates to Run 

Time divided by Planned Production Time x 100%.  The main objective of this part of the OEE 

calculation is arguable of tremendous significance. This is where machine downtime is captured. 

This downtime comes from both planned and unplanned machine stoppages. For example, many 

Operations Managers will hold team meetings where OEE and downtime issues are discussed 

more specifically. Maintenance and Lead Operators will communicate problems in the past 24 

hours, and priority plans are made based on equipment criticality. It is the data collected from the 

machine availability dataset that drives corrective action to keep production running. 

According to He, Shen, Lu, & Tong (2018), next is performance, which is the ratio of actual 

process-cycle time to theoretical process-cycle time x 100. It measures the degree to which the 

health of the equipment is measured. This input identifies if the machine is running at anything 

less than optimal rates. The theoretical value in the calculation is the best-possible rate the 

machine can run at under ideal circumstances. 



The third and final portion of this metric is quality. The question being answered by this input is 

how many pieces are suitable and meet quality standards. It directly correlates with first-pass 

yield or the number of functional units versus total units produced. When quality goes down, this 

indicates an issue with an upstream piece of equipment. Many packaging lines (especially those 

with high-speed filling and labeling lines) will place quality check equipment in-line, which 

detect errors shortly after they occur, allowing adjustments to be made so non-compliant units 

are minimized.  

TPS

One would be remiss to not discuss performance measurement success in manufacturing without 

discussing the role of Lean and the Toyota Production System (TPS) has played in its use. 

Within manufacturing circles, the once looked-at fad of waste elimination and one-piece flow 

has since become a mainstay for most industries. Lean and TPS have gone well beyond the 

seven-wastes in a manufacturing environment (Ohno, 1988). Lean Healthcare, Lean 

Government, and Lean are tailored to the environmental movement (Chiarini, Baccarani, & 

Mascherpa 2018), are examples of its impact. With this model being pervasive across a large 

swath of businesses, it is essential to discuss the details surrounding its creation and how it has 

affected the world of KPI generation. 

Two men created TPS: Mr. Kiichiro Toyoda and Mr. Taiichi Ohno (Khanna and Shankar, 2008). 

They took their experience in a manufacturing setting, where TPS first started. They were able to 

quantify the work being done into three categories: Non-Value Adding (NVA), Necessary but 

Non-Value Adding (NNVA), and Value-Adding (VA) (Khanna & Shankar, 2008). In each of 

these process types, the difference between them is straightforward; VA activity is what the 

customer is willing to pay for, and NVA is what the customer is unwilling to pay for. Khanna & 



Shankar (2018) continue that TPS is a useful tool for identifying both non- and value-adding 

activities and can see waste throughout the process to eliminate it. Khanna & Shankar (2018) 

identify the seven commonly accepted forms of waste as:

1. Overproduction
2. Waiting
3. Transport
4. Inappropriate Processing
5. Unnecessary Inventory
6. Unnecessary Motion
7. Defects

One key takeaway that separates Lean thinking from other management strategies is how TPS 

looks at defects in the process. Khanna & Shankar (2018) argue that defects should be regarded 

as opportunities to improve instead of being traded off against. This different prism to see errors 

has had a tremendous effect on how manufacturing plants are now managed and how cultures 

have shifted from the top-down management approach to a bottom-up support model. 

Like other forms of improvement processes (ex. Six Sigma Methodology), TPS is a system. As 

humans, it is in our nature to think in a single dimension, and the task of managing several 

variables at once is cognitively challenging (Phillip, 2012). One way to overcome this is to 

ensure the system is standardized and scalable. TPS does just this, and its success is derived from 

the fact that it can be universally applied across industries (Phillip, 2012). Some of the universal 

features include Standardization, Just-In-Time (JIT) manufacturing, Jikoda (automatic detection 

of defects at an early stage), and Kaizen (improvement activity). These all come together in a 

sustainable system with the culture that TPS creates. An open environment in which employees 

feel comfortable and supported so that the system can grow and develop (Phillip, 2012). Without 

the culture element in place, TPS would not be as successful as it is today. The traditional 

management model of suppressive, top-down directive-centric environments do not facilitate 



front-line workers' ability to bring up issues on their lines and correct problems before they 

become large liabilities. Once senior leaders are set on supporting a lean culture, can work begin 

on pillar activity. 

When discussing TPS's pillars, there has to be an appropriate amount of time spent on discussing 

continuous improvement as part of the system. Continuous Improvement (CI) is critical to the 

industry as it allows businesses to stay competitive while enhancing customer satisfaction (Hailu, 

Mengstu, & Hailu 2018). TPS then is the culture which is based on CI by which it sets standards 

aimed at eliminating waste through all levels of the organization (Hailu et al. 2018). To support 

this, Hailu et al. (2018) continue that there are three mainstays of the CI spectrum known as the 

3T’s:

1. TPS
2. TPM: Total Productive Maintenance
3. TQM: Total Quality Management 

Figure 4. House of TPS. (n.d.). https://www.worldofagile.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/
Toyota-House-Of-Production.png



TPM supports TPS in the way by which it operates and forms the main structure of the TPS 

model. There are pillars on either side to support the overall goal of the system. TPM supports 

JIT and Jidohka by ensuring machine uptime and removing barriers for equipment to perform at 

their best. TQS also supports the system by providing corrective measures that are quickly put in 

place to address root-cause failures and establish problem-solving and early detection of defects. 

One way that root-cause failures are addressed is using cause-and-effect diagrams (ex. Ishikawa 

Diagram or Fish-Bone Diagram) (Astutik & Bahri, 2019). These diagrams are tools used to 

understand process breakdowns for problem-solving (Astutik & Bahri, 2019). 

Figure 5. Ishikawa Diagram. (n.d.). https://www.investopedia.com
/thmb/w-4bNjMS_-rIqpKGwYUhHCFRTLg=/6253x3959/filters:no_upscale():max_
filters:no_upscale():max_bytes(150000):strip_icc()/IshikawaDiagram2-386e9108
096f4149b67cb5a803c45dd0.png.

The last component of TPS in manufacturing is how to progress, and improvements are 

measured. One case is using the Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) process as improvements are being 

made. According to Hailu et al. (2018), PDCA is an iterative four-step process to control and 

improve operations through testing hypotheses to see if they have the desired effect on waste 



reduction. To see if PDCA correctly addresses root-cause issues, it must be measured by an 

appropriate metric (Astutik & Bahri, 2019). This metric can come in the form of a waste 

Figure 6. PDCA Model. (n.d.). Retrieved February 15, 2021, from https://i.pinimg.com/originals 
/9c/86/03/9c86036e1041077a5f8631f6d7ae100b.jpg.

reduction target, or in savings accrued because of the new process. In either case, the 

measurement needs to be in place to determine if the objective set out by the team (usually in the 

form of a Kaizen goal), it performing as prescribed. 

Procurement Measurements

Understanding where KPIs play critical roles in a manufacturing environment, the discussion 

must also highlight the necessary supply chain function of procurement. In the business's 

procurement arm, one of the main objectives is to get the right part at the right price at the right 

time (Kumar, Clemens, & Keller, 2012). This has been traditionally the case ever since the turn 

of the twentieth century and became a mainstay in the post-World War II eras. As supply chains 

have increased in size and complexity, ensuring supply meets specifications and can be delivered 

on time has become an ever-increasing smaller target to hit. Gone are the days of suppliers co-



located with manufacturers, whereby transit times and transportation complexities were at a 

minimum. 

Now, supply chains are designed to be JIT and have a cost-savings element to justify the added 

transportation costs and complexity. As each supply chains have different characteristics, they 

require another application (Vanichchinchai, 2012) to be successful. In its basic form, 

procurement performance can be categorized into two groups: Non-financial and financial 

(Komatina, et al. 2019). Financial success is driven by customer satisfaction, and all elements of 

procurement measurement need to align with this fact. KPIs can meet this challenge by having 

significant positive effects on reducing costs and allows the procurement officer to best move 

resources where they can be most used to stave off negative trends (Habib, Kermanshachi, & 

Rohanizadeh, 2019). 

Supplier Scorecard

One-way businesses can be successful is through the buyer-supplier relationship. In traditional 

supplier measurements, the measure's failure was that it ignored supplier capabilities around 

innovation and cost reduction, and supplier communication (Kumar et al. 2012). 

To understand how well a supplier is performing, the supplier scorecard was introduced by 

Kaplan and Norton in 1992 to improve upon the limitations of traditional models (Komatina et 

al. 2019).  In the scorecard, five key elements exist to outline expectations and measure 

performance. According to Kumar et al. (2012), these include:

1. Total Cost of Ownership
2. Quality
3. Delivery
4. Financial Security
5. Innovation and Communication



The types of suppliers that need to measure are also essential to consider. Kumar et al. (2012) 

continue that there are three types of suppliers:

1. Strategic – Top Tier
2. Preferred – Second Tier
3. Approved – Third Tier

In each of these cases, a different number of resources are placed in each relationship's weight. 

Strategic suppliers will retain more visibility and partnership from the primary instead of a 

preferred or approved supplier. This is due to strategic partners being long term

Figure 7. Sample Supplier Scorecard Model. Source: Doolen et al. 2006, exhibit 3.



partnerships and committed to the outcome of the partner businesses. They are the least in the 

number of all suppliers but provide high value and are not easily replaced (Kumar et al. 2012). 

For preferred suppliers, they can have the least amount of cost associated with the product being 

procured. The value they bring to the partnership can vary but can be significantly less than that 

of the strategic alliance (Kumar et al. 2012). Last, approved suppliers offer little to no value to 

the customer but are used to assure supply should tier one and two be compromised in any way 

(Kumar et al. 2012). When designing the metrics to rate suppliers on the scorecard, the higher 

the tier rating, the more weight is given to each category as their importance increases with rank. 

Variable
Weight 

(%)
TCO 30
Quality 25
Delivery 20
Financial Security 15
Innovation/Communication 10

Figure 8. Sample weighted variables for a Supplier Scorecard. Source: Kumar et al. 2012, table 
VII.

TCO 30%
Quality 
25%

Delivery 
20%

Fin Sec 
15%

Innov/Comms 
10% Total

Supplier A 5 4 5 5 3 4.55
Supplier B 3 4 5 2 3 3.50
Supplier C 3 4 5 5 4 4.05

No Concern  
Slight Concern  
Concern  

Figure 9. Supplier weighted example across three suppliers. Source: Kumar et al. 2012, table 
VIII.

In the tables above, suppliers would be shared the information to understand how they received 

the given score and prepare plans to improve. The chart reader can easily see that Supplier B 

needs to work on some of their categories, including financial security and innovation and 



communication. Supplier A, the highest scorer, can still work their creation and communication 

score and work the procurement to improve the rating to address the issues that drove the score. 

III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Outcomes

When establishing metrics for use across a supply organization, it is important to include how the 

data is assessed to provide desired results. In the previous discussion, the types of KPIs and the 

design of each have been discussed. This is the critical starting point before launching into 

corrective actions and new behaviors. To drive behavior, the analysis of outcomes needs to be 

presented. There are numerous and customized ways that organizations look at data across 

business units. For example, the sales team will need to understand how products are selling, 

who critical customers are, and how different customers are rated. For the supply organization, 

this is done by measuring an agreed-upon standard to the result. Most KPIs can be classified as 

lagging indicators since they report on events that have already occurred. To be effective in 

today’s climate, access to outcome data needs to be quick and accurate to facilitate the best 

possible decisions. For that reason, many companies use real-time dashboards and discuss 

critical metrics on a more frequent basis. While many financial reports are compiled monthly or 

quarterly, the production or procurement managers need to understand where their departments 

are concerning company objectives. 

Gap Analysis

Quick access to accurate data is only the first step in this process. Once the data has been 

collected, a gap analysis will need to understand current state operations fully. According to 

Öberg & Leminen (2017), a gap analysis is a tool that allows the business to quantify differences 

between actual and planned outcomes better. It is important to note that this tool communicates a 



perception between planned versus actual, and team alignement is critical for it to work as 

intended. Should the perceptions differ, then unexpected results based on incorrect actions can 

result. This process has simple steps that align with most lean principles. The value stream 

mapping process does precisely this. Identify the current state, determine, align on the future 

state, and create a plan to close the divide. This divide is the “gap” used in the term…what the 

team needs to cross (or close) to facilitate growth or accomplish an objective. A practical gap 

analysis will visually display the relevant chart or graph and have a simple list of goals that can 

be broken down into component parts and assigned action items to team members. 

Pareto Diagrams

Another effective visual tool used to help prioritize the KPI's work is through the Pareto 

diagram. This unique tool can help decision-makers quickly make sense of large data sets so that 

right-action can be taken to address. It gives the team the ability to understand where the most 

significant wins are and then set about making plans to address the problem areas. According to 

Grzegorzewski (2012), a Pareto Diagram is a bar chart arranged by category whereby the 

number of occurrences orders these categories.  When trying to interpret large data sets from 

numerous packaging lines and all the associated equipment, a method to “rack-and-stack” the 

data and present it in such a way is needed. The Pareto Diagram effectively delivers information 

to the decision-maker so that a clear understanding of the current state can be realized. It is also 

important to note that while the Pareto does show the number of occurrences per category, it 

does not display the severity of the issue, which occurred x number of times. 



 Setup and Adjustment Minor Stops Breakdowns Reduced Speed Scrap and Rework Start-Up Loss

Time (Min) 458 225 190 80 50 40

% 43.9% 21.6% 18.2% 7.7% 4.8% 3.8%

Figure 10. Example of a Pareto Diagram

Training

One major issue in ensuring process changes is establishing (through metrics and data) a 

standard and then training to that standard. While not directly related to KPIs, this part of the 

process should not be overlooked by the process owner. One reason that process change fails to 

maintain gains across time is attrition and a good training platform to deliver new hires on how 

the job is done. Across organizations, “cardinal knowledge” can be lost when an employee 

transfers to another role or a new company. This loss can set back teams as the history of why 

processes are completed in a particular manner has been lost. It is essential to document and 

update training plans with this regular cadence to avoid this. An example of training to 

understand the process can be described within the OEE metric. When a new hire is brought into 

the plant, standard training classes are presented to be critical and relevant to the job at hand. For 

example, all employees go through health and safety training, which is designed to ensure all 



employees understand the dangers associated with the job and any department-specific risks. 

When it comes to equipment operation and plant reporting, OEE training should be no different. 

As discussed earlier, this metric is not as simple as reporting equipment downtime. It is a 

combination of inputs that contribute to the final percentage. Companies that have employee 

buy-in have solid training around this metric. Employees are walked through the calculation and 

are required to understand how it relates to their lines or individual equipment. For example, 

when an operator can discuss how their piece of equipment contributes to line OEE, the details 

around the issue can translate more effectively into an actionable directive. 

In the context of improvement initiatives (Kaizen, Autonomous Maintenance initiatives, etc.), 

training also allows for participation at a level that can yield better results. According to 

Aminuddin, Garza-Reyes, Kumar, Antony, and Rocha-Lona (2016), effective identification of 

improvement activities begins with a clear understanding of the OEE concept. For Operators and 

Maintenance Technicians, this means presenting equipment downtime causes that they have 

first-hand experience and helps contextualize issues for use in 5-why and cause-and-effect 

discussions. While training is vital for many aspects of plant operation, OEE and team members 

operating the equipment associated with the data collection can bring an increased level of detail 

and effect initiatives in a more improved way. 

Conclusion

Since the beginning of modernity, the ability to measure has been critical to flourishing human 

success. In ancient times, standard measures were first developed that helped trade and produce 

some of the world wonders we still know today. Measurement allows for different groups to 

come to a consensus on standards to effectively do business. This holds for today’s society. 

Government, businesses, and individuals need to measure and measure often. Without it, the 



world would be far more chaotic, and humanity would not have achieved our modern area's 

significant accomplishments. 

For measurement to be successful, it is crucial that the data retrieved can be displayed in a 

particular way. Raw numbers on a spreadsheet do little to help organizations make 

advancements, which is where metrics come in. Metrics have the unique ability to be able to 

display essential information and communicate goals over time visually. They are mainstays of 

most companies and are necessary to determine progress across the organization. KPIs are so 

critical, and they have their international standards on which companies use to determine 

outcomes. Standardization of metrics is essential to ensure proper comparison of effects, 

comparing “apples to apples,” as the adage states. This is helpful because it creates a baseline 

whereby the correct results came be effectively viewed against similar processes. It can only be 

relevant to utilize data for like operations to understand the outcomes better. 

Once the measures have been created and goals overlaid, then metrics can communicate 

effectively. It is important to note here that simply having effective communication is not enough 

to achieve the KPIs' total value. This value comes in being able to use the information to drive 

action and affect results. To accomplish this, process owners need to analyze the outcomes 

through practical tools such as gap and Pareto analysis. In using these tools, then action plans can 

be laid out and drive process changes. Once this occurs, KPIs still need to continue to be utilized 

to display new results. The process change can be deemed effective once sufficient time has 

elapsed and goals have been met or exceeded.

Once KPIs goals have been realized, then it is up to the organization to review the metric to see 

if the measurement still needs to be applied. For example, once a process has been effectively 

improved to a new standard and the bar has been met for a specified period, the question needs to 



be raised on the validity of continuing to measure the process. If the answer is no, then the team 

should be willing and able to discontinue measurement and look for a new challenge. This does 

not apply to all metrics, of course. Critical measures, such as plant performance (equipment 

efficiency, financial, shipping, etc.), will need to continue the measurement. As the name states, 

these are critical to business reporting and are standard across product supply organizations. 

To ensure the longevity and competitive edge of a business, the organization needs to measure 

processes. It needs to measure the current state against a desired future state and analyze the 

results to cross the gap. Many examples and standards have been published for specific 

industries to follow. All of which have been vetted and deemed necessary to compare processes. 

Every individual also measures outcomes with regular frequency. From grocery shopping to 

large dollar purchases, measurement is needed to plan and achieve objectives. Without 

measurement, there could be no modernity, and without modernity, civilization would not have 

been created. 
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